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The Gay Science, Walter Kaufman, Trans., (New York: Vintage Books, 1974). 
 
 The greatest advantage of polytheism — For an individual to posit his own ideal and to 
derive from it his own law, joys, and rights—that may well have been considered hitherto as the 
most outrageous human aberration and as idolatry itself. ... The wonderful art and gift of creating 
gods—polytheism—was the medium through which this impulse could discharge, purify, 
perfect, and ennoble itself ... There was only one norm, man; and every people thought that it 
possessed this one ultimate norm.  But above and outside, in some distant overworld, one was 
permitted to behold a plurality of norms; one god was not considered a denial of another god, nor 
blasphemy against him. ... The invention of gods, heroes, and overmen of all kinds, as well as 
near-men and undermen, dwarfs, fairies, centaurs, satyrs, demons, and devils was the inestimable 
preliminary exercise for the justification of the egoism and sovereignty of the individual ... 
 Monotheism, on the other hand, this rigid consequence of the doctrine of one normal 
human type—the faith in one normal god beside whom there are only pseudo-gods—was 
perhaps the greatest danger that has yet confronted humanity. ... In polytheism the free-spiriting 
and many-spiriting of man attained its first preliminary form—the strength to create for 
ourselves our own new eyes—and ever again new eyes that are even more our own: hence man 
alone among all animals has no eternal horizons and perspectives. (191 – 192). 
 

Brief habits. — ... I always believe that here is something that will give me lasting 
satisfaction—brief habits, too, have this faith of passion, this faith in eternity—and that I am to 
be envied for having found and recognized it; and now it nourishes me at noon and in the 
evening and spreads a deep contentment all around itself and deep into me so that I desire 
nothing else, without having any need for comparisons, contempt, or hatred.  But one day its 
time is up; the good thing parts from me, not as something that has come to nauseate me but 
peacefully and sated with me as I am with it ... That is what happens to me with dishes, ideas, 
human beings, cities, poems, music, doctrines, ways of arranging the day, and life styles. (237) 
 

The meaning of our cheerfulness. — The greatest recent event—that “God is dead”, that 
the belief in the Christian god has become unbelievable ... The event itself is far too great, too 
distant, too remote from the multitude’s capacity for comprehension even for the tidings of it to 
be thought of as having arrived as yet.  Much less may one suppose that many people know as 
yet what this event really means—and how much must collapse now that this faith has been 
undermined because it was built upon this faith, propped up by it, grown into it; for example, the 
whole of our European morality. ... 

[T]he consequences of ourselves, are quite the opposite of what one might perhaps 
expect: Thy are not at all sad and gloomy but rather like a new and scarcely desirable kind of 
light, happiness, relief, exhilaration, encouragement, dawn. 
 Indeed, we philosophers and “free spirits” feel, when we hear the news that “the old god 
is dead”, as if a new dawn shone on us; our heart overflows with gratitude, amazement, 
premonitions, expectation. ..  [T]he sea, our sea, lies open again; perhaps there has never yet 
been such an “open sea.” (279 – 280) 
 
On the Genealogy of Morals, Walter Kaufmann and R.J. Hollingdale, Trans., (New York: 
Vintage books, 1967). 
 
There is only a perspective seeing, only a perspective “knowing”; and the more affects we allow 
to speak about one thing, the more eyes, different eyes, we can use to observe one thing, the 
more complete will our “concept” of this thing, our “objectivity”, be. (119) 


